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RAYMOND A HINNEBUSCH 

Charisma, Revolution, and State 
Formation: Qaddafi and Libya 

The Libyan Revolution of Mu'ammar Qaddafi is perhaps the most exemplary 
contemporary case of the politics of charismatic leadership. Qaddafi's regime 
exhibits all the classic symptoms and faces all the characteristic dilemmas of 
charismatic authority adumbrated by Weber.1 Qaddafi's revolution emerged 
from a 'time of troubles' in which a traditional order, tainted by association 
with foreign powers and undermined by the social mobilisation and cultural 
breakdown unleashed by oil wealth, had lost its legitimacy. The new leaders 
emerged from the alienated middle and lower strata of society. The new Libya 
which emerged from Qaddafi's 1969 coup lacked the sociopolitical bases of 
highly institutionalised states; power rested on neither the balance of classes 
and groups typical of Western pluralism nor the massive political and 
bureaucratic organisations of communist societies. Rather, the core of the new 
regime was the relation between the charismatic leader and his (often armed) 
followers; political power grew out of personal leadership, ideological proselyt- 
isation, and the barrels of the Free Officers' guns. The leader assumed 
enormous personal power to govern in the interest of substantive justice or the 
common good as he saw it, unconstrained by traditional or legal limits. Indeed, 
he adopted the role of prophetic 'law-giver', reshaping and recasting according 
to an ideology of transformation-virtually a 'political religion'-Libya's fluid 
social and political structures with a freedom unknown in more structured 
societies. Qaddafi's revolutionary vision expressed all the messianic and 
all-encompassing ambitions typical of the charismatic leader. 

He has sought to fashion, from a people attached to their private concerns 
and kinship loyalties, a participant and committed citizenry, loyal to the nation. 
He seeks to impose a nativist cultural revolution based on a new fusing of 
Arabism and Islam; this is to provide the bases of motivation and community, 
submerge traditional parochialism, and purge the country of the cosmopolitan 
influences which infect its educated classes. Qaddafi seeks to erect a modern 
productive economy, to build an industrial base and restore a declining 
agriculture, to turn Libyans from backward producers or consumerist parasites 
living on the handouts of an oil-rich state into skilled working citizens. He has 
sought to fashion a just and egalitarian social order free of exploitation and 
class cleavages, a commitment that has led him inexorably toward an 
'Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organization, New York: The Free Press, 

1964, pp 358-92. 
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increasingly radical socialism. Like most charismatic leaders, Qaddafi believes 
his mission to be of more than purely local validity. He has tended to regard 
Libya not as the sufficient unit of community, but as a base from which to 
export his revolution to the Arab world, the true unit of nationhood for Arab 
nationalists, and even beyond. Since Arab national resurgence is inseparable 
from the elimination of foreign control in the Arab world, Qaddafi's revolution 
is, at base, an anti-imperialist challenge to the dominant world order. Finally, 
Qaddafi faces obstacles to the realisation of his vision, not dissimilar to those 
faced by all charismatic leaders: the recalcitrance of human nature, the 
cynicism of the worldly, the competition of 'false gods', the opposition of 
powerful established interests. The inevitable gap between its ideal promise 
and reality is the special dilemma and frequently the undoing of charismatic 
authority. To achieve at least a partial bridging of this gap, a 'routinisation' of 
charisma in a new institutionalised order is its special challenge. This is no easy 
task: how is personal rule to be reconciled with rules and limits on power, or the 
revolutionary vision of justice and equality with the demands of everyday 
economic life? This study will attempt to assess the results of Qaddafi's effort to 
forge a new political order that is, to create and use political power to fashion a 
new political community.2 

The Ideological and Political Determinants of the Libyan Political Model 
Qaddafi faced, in building his new state, the dilemma of all 'law-givers', 
namely, the difficulty of combining the strong leadership needed to impose a 
new order in the face of resistance with the voluntarist participation needed to 
give it legitimacy and societal roots. Participation was essential, but had to be 
guided according to the principles of the Revolution. To accomplish this, power 
had first to be concentrated, then expanded through mass mobilisation and 
organisation, and ultimately diffused and shared through institutionalisation. 
Qaddafi and his colleagues' search for a solution to this dilemma was shaped by 
certain ideological preconceptions and political conditions. Because they came 
to power by military coup in a society lacking strong mobilised political forces, 
they had little need to accommodate the expectations of other politically active 
elements for a share of power; as a small personally knit in-group with few ties 
to such elements, they were indisposed to do so. Having made the revolution 

The following analysis benefits from several excellent studies of the Libyan revolution to which 
the writer wishes to acknowledge a special debt. Ruth First's Libya. the elusive revolution 
(London, 1974) was the first sophisticated analysis of the Libyan revolution. The yearly analyses 
of Hevre Bleuchot, 'Libya: chronique politique' in Annuaire de l'Afrique du Nord and the 
volume by the Centre de Recherches et d'Etudes sur les societes mediterraneennes, La Libye 
Nouvelle: rupture et continuite (Paris, 1975) are invaluable. Omar Fathaly and Monte Palmer's 
Political Development and Social Change in Libya (Lexington, Mass., 1980) is a very competent 
analysis encompassing the first decade of the revolution. For a more extended analysis of the 
Libyan elite, its formation, ideology, internal conflicts and recruitment, see my 'Libya: 
personalistic leadership of a populist revolution', in I William Zartman, et. al., Political Elites in 
Arab North Africa, New York and London: Longman, 1982, pp 177-222. 
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and convinced that they were more representative of the mass public than these 
elements, they believed themselves entitled to lead and were unwilling to dilute 
their revolutionary vision by sharing power. On ideological grounds they 
rejected political models developed outside the Arab-Islamic world to 
institutionalise participation as alien to its needs and conditions. The Leninist 
vanguard party, the most typical political formula of the modern revolutionary 
state, was considered rule by a minority or a single class. The Western pluralist 
model fragmented the political community between struggling groups con- 
cerned only for their own particular interests and also resulted in the 
domination of some interests over others. Elections were bought or won by 
deceit, and reflective of the status quo social structure, could be expected to put 
power in the hands of dominant elites or classes opposed to revolutionary 
change; representatives merely usurped the sovereignty of the people. 
Admirers of Nasser, and facing a political situation comparable to that of the 
Egyptian Free Officers, Qaddafi and his colleagues were initially inclined to the 
Egyptian model combining strong populist leadership with an all-embracing 
mass movement designed to exclude political conflicts disruptive of national 
unity; but they were soon dissatisfied with the elitism and mass passivity this 
model seemed to engender. Thus, Qaddafi was soon convinced that he would 
have to fashion an entirely new type of political system. Because he wanted 
a new political community of active responsible citizens and because he had a 
certain populist faith in the essential political virtue of the masses, he sought a 
system which could mobilise mass participation. But he was also convinced that 
the mobilisation of mass political virtue required his personal leadership and 
the exclusion of rival elites from access to them. He sought a kind of 
'democracy' which would admit of direct personal leadership, eliminate rivals 
and intermediaries between leader and citizen, and ensure the generation of a 
revolutionary consensus. Seemingly inspired by both Rousseauist notions of 
direct democracy and the practices of tribal leadership and Islamic shura 
(consultation), Qaddafi's experiments culminated in a new state which denied 
it was a state, a regime which claimed to be the world's only authentic 
democracy. The new regime can best be understood through an analysis of its 
gradual development over the first decade of Qaddafi's rule.3 

Building a New Political Order 
The Concentration and Consolidation of Power 
In the aftermath of their 1969 coup, the first priority of Qaddafi and his 
colleagues was to concentrate and consolidate power in the new regime. A first 
key to this was to organise themselves in a cohesive leadership team. This took 

3 For a discussion of the ideological roots behind Qaddafi's political experiments, see Sami G 
Hajjar, 'The Jamahiriya Experiment in Libya: Qadhafi and Rousseau', The Journal of Modern 
African Studies 18(2) 1980, pp 181-200. 
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the form of a revolutionary council of the leading Free Officers in which 
Qaddafi was the pre-eminent figure, but shared power with his comrades-in- 
arms. For the initial years of the regime, the council functioned as an effective 
collective leadership. Another key step, the establishment of firm control over 
the state coercive and administrative apparatus, was quickly accomplished. 
The upper and middle ranks of the officer corps were purged and Qaddafi's 
Free Officer followers appointed to the vacant command posts. The control of 
the army by the Free Officer movement, a body of personal followers forged by 
Qaddafi as a prelude to his coup, and the assumption of the high command by 
his closest revolutionary comrades, henceforth served as a major and 
apparently secure pillar of Qaddafi's power. Although military politicians did 
not subsequently become the dominant political cadre of the regime, as in 
Egypt, they remained a critical constituency for Qaddafi with whom he took 
care periodically to consult. Qaddafi and his men also assumed full executive 
and legislative powers, including the right to appoint the cabinet which they 
took to staffing with politically trustworthy technocrats. Thus they acquired the 
levers of bureaucratic authority. A third key to regime consolidation was the 
generation of popular legitimacy, also relatively quickly accomplished. The 
removal of the discredited ancien regime was in itself enough to predispose 
most Libyans to the new rulers. Their nationalist achievements-the expulsion 
of foreign bases and settlers, their militant and successful extraction of higher 
prices from the oil companies, and their forceful advocacy of the Palestinian 
and anti-imperialist causes-exhilarated a people long fed-up with the old 
regime's deference to foreign powers. Along with Nasser's blessing, these 
initiatives, giving Qaddafi an image of forcefulness and success, laid the 
foundations for his personal charismatic authority. The return of Libya to the 
Arab-Islamic community from which the old regime had alienated her and 
Qaddafi's unionist initiatives also appealed to the powerful Arab nationalist 
sentiment of Libya's mass public. Qaddafi's intense religiosity struck a 
responsive chord among the pious masses and neutralised traditional opposi- 
tion to the new regime. The regime's early socioeconomic policies also helped 
to consolidate a popular base. 

In command of Libya's growing oil revenues, the state assumed an 
expanding planning, regulatory, and entrepreneurial role in the economy 
which made a growing number of Libyans dependent on and beholden to it for 
their livelihoods. An ambitious development programme, aimed at the 
creation of an industrial base and the restoration of a declining agriculture, 
pleased modernising elements and opened up new opportunities for the 
educated middle class whose services were generously rewarded. A populist 
welfare state took form, resting on increased minimum wages, popular housing 
programmes, rent control, the distribution of lands seized from foreign settlers, 
and expanded government employment. But the regime did not challenge the 
emerging capitalist sector of the economy; indeed, on condition that it be 
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'non-exploitative', it was legitimised and its base broadened by a policy of 
widened distribution of government contracts encouraging the growth of petty 
entrepreneurs and by generous subsidies to private agriculture. The regime 
sought to foster Libyan entrepreneurship, appease opposition, and give the 
middle sectors a stake in the revolution. Thus, a mixed economy with a 
broadened base emerged. The final key to consolidation was the regime's 
concerted effort to bring the political arena under its control. The rudiments of 
pluralist political life were repressed: political parties were banned, the press, 
unions and voluntary associations brought under government tutelage, opposi- 
tion to the principles of the Revolution forbidden, and legitimate political 
activity confined to an official mass organisation, the Arab Socialist Union 
(ASU). Early efforts at the political penetration of mass society took the form 
of ASU branches in the village and the replacement of tribal chiefs by loyal 
'modernising' officials at the levers of local government. These measures were, 
taken together, sufficient to consolidate the new regime, contain oppositiorn by 
traditional or liberal elites pushed from the centre of political activity, and win a 
largely unorganised and barely mobilised but significant popular base for the 
regime, chiefly among the urban lower middle and lower classes. In its 
combination of personalistic, military-based rule, an authoritarian- 
bureaucratic style of governance, and nationalist-populist policies and support, 
the new Libya seemed to be squarely in the tradition of authoritiarian-populist 
rule so typical of the Middle East. 

Elite Opposition, Popular Mobilisation 
Qaddafi aimed at more, however, than the consolidation of power; he wanted 
to carry out a revolution in Libya and then export it to the Arab world. As his 
ambitions became apparent, they encountered growing, though covert, 
resistance from established interests; Qaddafi, in turn, soon discovered that he 
lacked the political instruments to mobilise an activist following capable of 
overcoming this opposition. Resistance in the bureaucracy to Qaddafi's desire 
to make it a developmental and service instrument frustrated him; all too many 
bureaucrats were unmotivated, inefficient, incompetent and wasteful and 
negligent of public property. Middle class political elements, a big segment of 
the attentive public, were alienated by the regime's repression of autonomous 
political activity; they were apathetic or covertly opposed to the regime. The 
tribal elite offered passive resistance to the regime's effort to penetrate and 
mobilise the rural areas, and much of the rural masses remained under their 
influence, encapsulated in small communities bounded by kinship culture. 
Neither local government nor the ASU were able to mobilise the mass 
participation Qaddafi wanted; local officials had little interest in mass activism 
and did not enjoy much popular confidence, while the ASU, lacking political 
cadres and infiltrated or boycotted by opposition forces, was impotent. Much 
of the Westernised bourgeoisie disliked Qaddafi's militant nativism and his 
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campaign against cosmopolitan influences; resistance in student circles to his 
drive to impose a puritanic Islamic moral code and to require some sort of 
national service, was only the most overt manifestation of this conflict. 
Westernised stata were also sceptical of Qaddafi's pan-Arabist schemes or 
opposed to his pursuit of union with Egypt as a threat to Libyan jobs and oil 
wealth. Sadat's rebuff of Qaddafi's initiatives and a similar failure of efforts to 
merge with Tunisia seemed to show the impotence of his pan-Arab ambitions 
and vindicate such scepticism. Qaddafi's virtual exclusion from the 1973 war 
damaged his claim to pan-Arab leadership. His Arab policy, soon diverted into 
efforts to subvert the Arab regimes he believed were betraying Arabism, 
equally failed to result in any concrete achievements, despite substantial 
expenditure of Libyan resources, but isolated Libya from most of the other 
Arab states. The apparent failure of his foreign policies could not but erode 
Qaddafi's political standing, based as it was chiefly on Arab nationalism. Most 
alarming of all for Qaddafi, as his stature among social elites weakened, a 
growing cleavage developed inside the top political elite between Qaddafi's 
more radical faction and moderate Free Officers who sympathised with middle 
class grievances or opposed Qaddafi's pan-Arab entanglements, and his 
growing propensity, as the leadership consensus eroded, to act unilaterally. 

By 1973 Qaddafi had decided that he could not recover the initiative without 
the mobilisation of new political resources. Hence, he launched a major effort 
to go over the heads of social and bureaucratic elites in a direct appeal to the 
masses. This initiative took the form of the so-called popular or cultural 
revolution in which Qaddafi, in imitation of the Chinese precedent, incited the 
mass public to take direct action against opponents of his policies. Supposedly 
obstructive and unresponsive bureaucrats were removed from office, sus- 
pected opponents in the ASU and the universities purged, and 'popular 
committees' were set up in work places and local (but not central) government 
offices to which officials were to be held accountable. Qaddafi was clearly 
trying to broaden his personal support base; at a disadvantage in the small elite 
political arena, he hoped to strengthen his hand in dealing with elites by 
widening the scope of conflict and mobilising new actors into politics on his 
side. He was also trying, it seems, to overcome the mass passivity which 
obstructed his vision of a new revolutionary community. It appears that the 
waves of 'popular revolution' encouraged by Qaddafi from 1973 to 1975 did 
help to foster a new group of activists drawn from the lower strata Qaddafi saw 
as his constituency, distinct from and partly opposed to both tribal and official 
sub-elites.4 But on the whole the episode ended indecisively. Many of the new 
activists who had 'seized' power in the popular committees proved to be 
opportunists after personal power or to be as negligent and even more 
incompetent than the bureaucrats they were supposed to control. The later 
4 Omar Fathaly, Monte Palmer, Richard Chackerian, Political Development and Bureaucracy in 

Libya (Lexington, Mass., 1977) pp 97-9. 
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waves of the popular revolution encouraged by Qaddafi were meant to purify 
his new following, but moderate opponents tried to use the administrative 
confusion caused by the experiment to pack with or subordinate the popular 
committees to educated officials. Ultimately the popular revolution wasn't 
enough to decisively shift the balance of political power between Qaddafi and 
his rivals and the conflict had to be decided in an outbreak of intra-elite 
violence at the apex of the state. In 1975 several top Free Officer moderates 
attempted a coup against Qaddafi which took the classic form of a movement 
by military units on the basis of personal ties between conspirators. It failed 
because, in the most immediate sense, the conspirators could not match 
Qaddafi's clientage network in the military and because the levers of the high 
command, hence the weight of military discipline, were in the hands of 
officer-politicians who stayed loyal to him. In short, the comparative strength 
of personal clientage networks in the coercive base of the regime proved 
decisive. Wider political forces, whether Qaddafi's middle class opponents or 
the leaders of his popular constituency, played no overt role in the contest. 
Nevertheless, Qaddafi's charismatic stature and personal standing as leader of 
the Revolution in the eyes of the mass public played an indirect role because it 
deterred many disaffected elites from joining the conspiracy either for fear of 
popular reaction or because of the psychological dominance it gave him. 
Moreover, the conflict was not unconnected to the interests of social forces: the 
lower class elements of the elite were concentrated in the radical faction and 
the middle class ones in the moderate faction, and each, in an informal way, 
spoke for the stratum from which it came. Thus the conflict, though fought out 
in a small elite arena, had implications for the wider mass one. The breakdown 
of collegial decision-making through the revolutionary council, however, 
showed that the political process, even within the elite arena, remained 
uninstitutionalised; authority and power remained based on personal charisma 
and coercioil. 

Personalistic Leadership and Political Institution-Building: the law-giver and 
the emergence of people's power 
1975 marked a major watershed in the development of the Libyan political 
system. On the one hand, Qaddafi's personal leadership was decisively 
established with the purge of the Free Officers who had challenged him, leaving 
in the revolutionary council only those apparently in agreement with his 
course. Qaddafi now clearly emerged, with the gradual promulgation of the 
Green Book, a virtual blueprint for the transformation of Libya, as sole 
ideological innovator. On the other hand, Qaddafi also began to build the 
political infrastructure the regime still lacked and needed to organise the mass 
following it was developing, particularly through the cultural revolution. 

By 1979, the structures of Qaddafi's new political system were in place. In 
principle, this system embodied a popular democracy in which authority flowed 
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upward from tne sovereign people through a four-tiered series of assemblies 
and committees. At the bottom level were 'Popular Committees' playing either 
a conflict-resolution role in the neighbourhoods or charged with the 'self- 
management' of economic enterprises. Next, at the sub-district level, were 187 
'Basic Peoples Congresses' composed of the whole people assembled in the 
area; they elected their own political secretaries and 'popular committees' 
which functioned as local administrative leadership. At the district level, were 
45 'Popular Congresses' elected from the basic congresses, also with sec- 
retariats; they were paralleled by administrative popular committees com- 
posed of specialists corresponding to national administrative departments and 
functioning as regional cabinets. At the national level was the General Popular 
Congress composed of delegates (usually the secretariats) of the Basic Peoples 
Congresses which approximated a national legislature. Responsible to it was 
the General Popular Committee, analogous to a cabinet, composed of 
elements picked by the General Popular Congress from lower level popular 
committees. The General Congress also elected a supreme political leadership 
called the 'General Secretariat', held by Qaddafi and his top Free Officer 
colleagues until 1979 when he turned formal political leadership over to 
civilians. Parallel to this geographically-based structure, a series of occupa- 
tional syndicates existed-for farmers, students, doctors, women, etc.-which 
were also represented in the general congress. Much of the population was also 
organised in a popular militia. Finally, in 1979, a separate, informal structure of 
political authority was created inside the congresses and syndicates; headed by 
Qaddafi, it was composed of 'Revolutionary Committees' charged with 
exercising political leadership of the masses inside the popular democracy on 
the basis of ideological influence rather than legal authority. They resembled 
the party fractions which operate inside the government machinery of 
communist systems, except that they were not organised as a vanguard party, 
being linked to the leader in a largely personal and sporadic fashion.5 

In spite of the claim in the Green Book that this system embodies a direct 
popular democracy which demolishes barriers between the people and the 
exercise of power, examination of several actual political processes-recruit- 
ment, policy-making and policy-implementation makes clear that the exercise 
of democracy from below is controlled and channelled from above. Formally, 
leadership recruitment takes place by election from below. In practice, Qaddafi 
and his close colleagues remain the top political elite, ruling on the basis of their 
initial coercive seizure of power and their charismatic legitimacy, rather than 
election from below. Top executives, formally elected by the General People's 
Congress, appear to be nominated by Qaddafi. Even elections at lower levels 
increasingly came to be guided from above. Earlier uncontrolled elections 
' Omar Fathaly and Monte Palmer, Political Development and Social Change, pp 140-42, 

197-202; Hevre Bleuchot and T Monastiri, 'Libye: L'Evolution des Institutions Politiques, 
1969-1978', in Annuaire de l'Afiique du Nord, 1978. 
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tended to reflect tribal solidarities (so that, for example, the largest tribe in an 
area would inevitably be able to elect its leaders at the expense of smaller 
ones),6 or they resulted in the election of local influentials uncongenial to the 
regime or in the dominance of popular committees by persons lacking 
administrative qualifications; in response, the regime charged the 'revolu- 
tionary committees' with the guidance of elections, that is, to screening 
candidates for political loyalty and technical competence. The system of open 
nomination and voting by hand was likely to preclude opposition candidates, 
although not necessarily some debate over qualifications and perhaps some 
choice. Revolutionary committees themseives seemed to be virtually self- 
appointed in response to Qaddafi's call for their establishment, although 
Qaddafi could, no doubt, veto or purge elements he considered unsuitable. In 
short, political recruitment in the new Libya seemed to be based on a 
combination of advancement from below and cooptation from above; the 
closer to the political apex, the greater the intervention from above. For those, 
often of modest social status, who were loyal to the leader's ideology, this 
system provided a relatively open channel of political advancement and 
apprenticeship. But it was virtually closed to those who wished to contest 
Qaddafism. 

The effect of mass participation on the policy-making process was similarly 
circumscribed by leadership priorities and controls. Foreign and defence policy 
was virtually a 'reserved sphere' of the leader; thus, a major decision like the 
Uganda intervention does not appear even to have been discussed by the 
popular congresses. In domestic matters, there was a consultative process 
which typically began with the dispatch of proposals from the leadership for 
discussion in the Basic People's Congresses. A consensus was reached and 
delegates bound by it sent to the periodic general congresses; this 'imperative 
mandate' was held to make the system a direct rather than a representative 
democracy. Many of the proposals so discussed were the major reforms 
blueprinted in the Green Book, such as the nationalisation of trade, agrarian 
reform, and military service including women. Qaddafi did encounter resis- 
tance in the congresses to many of these initiatives but he ultimately prevailed 
on any matter he considered critical to his revolution. On lesser 'who gets what' 
issues, particularly the distribution of budget expenditures, the system was 
more open to the competitive articulation of interests; in particular, the system 
became a vehicle for local demands on the national budget. But even this 
demand process was restrained from above. The weight of the 'instructions' of 
basic congresses to their delegates was diluted by the practice of aggregating 
the conflicting demands of different congresses through a joint committee of 
the general congress and the cabinet in which the latter attempted to tailor 
demands to the priorities of a Five Year Plan previously drawn up in the 

6 J Davis, 'Qaddafi's Theory and Practice of Non-Representative Government', Government and 
Opposition 17(1), Winter 1982, pp 61-79. 
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national bureaucracy. Qaddafi typically threw his weight on the side of the 
cabinet against budget-busting raids from below, arguing that investments had 
to be done on a scientific cost-benefit basis. Qaddafi was clearly disappointed 
with the opposition to his most cherished initiatives and by the economically 
irrational and consumerist particularism expressed in the basic congresses. He 
complained that their delegates often expressed the interests of small groups or 
individuals rather than the authentic will of the people; he expected, however, 
that this deficiency would be remedied as the political consciousness, experi- 
ence, and information access of the basic congresses was raised, and it was to 
undertake this that the revolutionary committees were created. Since these 
were not selectively recruited or ideologically disciplined, it was perhaps not 
surprising that they themselves have also fallen below the leader's expectations 
of political virtue; they did however give him a lever, however imperfect, to 
make sure his national priorities were favourably considered at the base. In 
conclusion, it appears that while Qaddafi did genuinely attempt to engage 
popular participation in policy-making, when the outcome of this process 
departed from an authentic expression of the general will as he saw it, he would 
intervene to set it right. 

The line of administrative authority responsible for policy implementation 
began at the cabinet which translated the consensus reached in the consultative 
process into concrete plans and laws. Under the decentralisation measures of 
1979, actual responsibility for implementation of nationally-set objectives was 
assigned to the 45 regional popular committees at the district level. From here 
the line of authority proceeded to the subdistrict, neighbourhood and 
enterprise popular committees. In operation, this system admitted of numer- 
ous jurisdictional conflicts between national and local needs, the demands of 
technical expertise and popular sovereignty. Some problems grew out of an 
ill-defined differentiation between political and administrative authority. 
Popular committees at first combined political activists and career officials, 
which led to conflicts and the frequent presence of unqualified persons in 
administrative roles. By 1979, the regime was seeing to it that technically 
competent elements were selected for popular committees. Popular com- 
mittees remained, however, accountable to local people's congresses as well as 
their administrative superiors. In principle, such dual accountability could keep 
officials responsive to both local popular and national and technical needs. In 
practice it did not always work well: administrators could be paralysed or 
diverted into the irrational particularistic application of policies by excessive 
political intervention; on the other hand, people's congresses often proved too 
passive to exercise effective oversight. Decentralisation itself posed the 
problem of defining the actual authority of the national and regional cabinets. 
In short, decentralised administration by elected committees probably helped 
to bridge the gap between people and government and broadened participation 
in public affairs, but this was often at the cost of diluted authority and 
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responsibility, decisionmaking inertia, and enhanced local particularism 
potentially at odds with national priorities. 

Revolution From Above: altering the social-cultural bases of political 
community 
Even as he fashioned his 'Popular Democracy', Qaddafi was becoming 
convinced that political change alone was insufficient to create a new 
community and that a radical socialist transformation of social structure and 
culture was needed to consolidate its basis. On practical grounds, Qaddafi was 
dissatisfied with the results of the regime's mixed etatist-capitalist 
socioeconomic policies. To be sure, the massive state development drive was 
endowing Libya with expanded industrial and agricultural bases and a rapid 
expansion of education was developing her human resources. A traditional 
society was being rushed into the twentieth century. But crash modernisation 
had high costs. The bureaucracy was extremely wasteful, the development 
effort was excessively dependent on foreign manpower, and massive urbanisa- 
tion fuelled consumption demands and further eroded indigenous agriculture. 
State capitalism stimulated, not a productive Libyan entrepreneurship, but 
middleman ventures between the state and foreign contractors, an explosion of 
import commerce, and absentee agriculture dependent on imported labour. 
Non-productive state employment mushroomed. Libyans were becoming a 
non-productive, dependent leisure class and a new comprador bourgeoisie, 
swelled by exorbitant profits, was in formation. On grounds of ideological 
principle, too, Qaddafi turned against capitalism as an unjust system. By 1978, 
he had become convinced that private ownership of the means of production 
was exploitative and that men made dependent on others by wage labour were 
unfree. Commerce and real estate were parasitic enterprises unentitled to the 
huge profits they acquired. Private accumulation of wealth and property was 
possible only at the expense of others and of justice. The profit motive, he now 
believed, was illegitimate and differences in income were justified only by 
differences in work, not in property. Accordingly, in a series of decrees, 
Qaddafi set out to efface capitalism and forge a new socialist society based on 
these tenets. Land was nationalised; its inheritance and tenancy were 
outlawed. Housing was taken from landlords and distributed to tenants or the 
homeless. Demonetisation wiped out many of the accumulated assets of the 
rich, while minimum wages were increased several-fold. Commerce was taken 
over by state stores selling at cost, or, in the case of basic commodities, at 
subsidised prices. Three forms of economic entrepreneurship were legitimised. 
The state sector would persist, serving as the dominant channel of development 
investment. Private enterprises were taken over by workers to be run as 
cooperatives by popular committees. Small family ownership in artisanal 
activities and farming were allowed, provided hired labour was not used; the 
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distribution of large holdings and reclaimed state land and laws against tenancy 
aimed, in fact, at the reestablishment of a productive Libyan family farmer. 

The result of these measures seemed to be a massive levelling of the social 
structure, more radical than that attempted in any other Arab country. Making 
the new order an economically productive system faced, however, formidable 
challenges. Upper and middle class groups damaged by the reforms-many of 
which were employed in the bureaucracy-were naturally alienated; a major 
brain drain, and new laws against corruption, smuggling of wealth abroad, and 
sabotage were symptoms of their reaction. Utilising the scarce skills of this 
group in the new order was a major problem for the regime and, in the short 
run, Libya nmay have been nmade more dependent on foreigners to run its 
economy. Libya was now socialist, but there was no evidence that the wasteful 
and inefficient bureaucracy, whose responsibility for the economy was greatly 
increased under the new system, had been appropriately reformed.7 Moreover, 
Libya lacked the ideological vanguard party and the sophisticated planning and 
control apparatus used by socialist regimes to replace private entrepreneurship 
and the market in the mobilisation and allocation of resources. In industry, it 
would not be easy to accommodate worker control of enterprises with a central 
plan or managerial authority; reports suggested that, in the short run at least, 
the new system resulted in low labour discipline, high non-competitive costs, 
and dependence on government subsidies. There was also a disorganisation of 
the marketing system. Finally, the regime offered no immediate solution for 
the extraordinary and burdensome manpower redundancy in the government 
sector. 

Simultaneously, Qaddafi embarked on a major ideological revolution. He 
proclaimed, in essence, the founding of a new reformed Islam which, purged of 
reaction, would return Muslims to the right path from which they had strayed. 
Qaddafi attacked the very foundations of the traditional Islamic order. The 
Quran alone, he declared, was revelation, and its appropriate function was as a 
source of personal ethics and general moral principles, not detailed social 
prescription; the traditional hadith and fiqh, the essence of the Sharia, was, he 
held, man-made, historically bound, and inappropriate as the basis of law in the 
new community. The Green Book, instead, was held to embody a more 
authentic application of the spirit of the Quran and Sunna to social life, and in 
defence of this claim, new interpretations of the Quran and hadith quite at 
variance with traditional orthodoxy, were put forth. And, Qaddafi declared, 
Islam had no need of an ulema class to interpret it; rather, it was implied, 
Qaddafi himself represented a new imam competent to shape an Islamic code 
for modern men. One immediate occasion for this remarkable assault on 
orthodox religion was the ulema's use of traditional Islam to refute the Green 
'Nathan Alexander, 'Libya: the continuous revolution',Middle Eastern Studies 17(2) April i981, 

pp 210-27; for a critique stressing the economic costs of the revolution, see J A Allen, Libya: 
the experience of oil, London. and Boulder, Colorado: Croom Helm/Westview Press, 1981. 
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Book, particularly the socialism which threatened its class interests. But, in a 
deeper sense, it was an outcome of Qaddafi's search for an ideology which 
could motivate, mobilise and culturally transform Libya. Islam, he believed, 
was the only authentic ideology for the Arab nation and could alone hope to 
raise Libyans above their private concerns as it had done repeatedly in the 
history of the Arabs. Since traditional Islam was encumbered with reactionary 
practices (such as polygamy) and conceptions at variance with Qaddafi's view 
of its inner moral spirit (legitimation of private property), it had to be rectified. 
Qaddafi's radical revision of accepted Islam was neither implausible or 
unprecedented in Islamic history, but whether as a secular figure he had the 
stature to be accepted as self-appointed imam as against the ulema, was a 
critical question mark.8 

The consequences of accumulated waves of revolutionary action throughout 
the 1970s for the formation of a political community and a support base for the 
new regime were, by the 1980s, ambiguous. Qaddafi's attacks on the interests 
of numerous elite groups-the old families, tribal leaders, the Westernised 
bourgeoisie, party leaders, students, bureaucrats, merchants, the ulema-had 
dangerously alienated big and strategic sectors of the upper and middle strata. 
There was little overt or organised resistance to Qaddafi inside Libya, but much 
passive resistance; the cosmopolitan and conservative opposition forces kept 
alive, often in critical portions of the state machine itself, a counter-ideology 
opposed to Qaddafism. On the other hand, Qaddafi had fostered a growing 
new elite beholden to and supportive of the new state. Significant parts of the 
lower and middle classes supported Qaddafi, and, particularly among youth, he 
had many enthusiastic partisans. He had mobilised and organised political 
activity among these strata to an unprecedented degree. They had benefited 
from his egalitarian social policies and were generally receptive to his 
nationalist and anti-imperialist foreign policy. But many elements of his 
popular constituency remained apathetic or traditionalistic. His support among 
traditional elements of the masses suffered from the hostility of the ulema and 
his effort to mobilise women (as a surrogate proletariat?). The radical value 
transformation which could turn particularist consumerist Libyans into pro- 
ductive and virtuous citizens was taking place, if at all, very slowly. If Qaddafi's 
foreign policy continued to suffer costly reverses, his charismatic stature, 
ultimately rooted in his nationalist appeal, was bound to suffer erosion among 
the masses. Thus, while a new revolutionary community in embryo may have 
been in formation, it had clearly not been consolidated by the 1980s.9 

8 Two contrasting analyses of Qaddafi's ideological religious innovations are Sarwai Anis 
al-Assiouty, 'Qathafi's Green Book and Social Legislation', paper given to SSRC Conference on 
Social Legislation, Rabat, 1981, and Ann Elizabeth Mayer, 'Islamic Resurgence or New 
Prophethood: the role of Islam in Qadhdafi's ideology', in Ali E Hilal Dessouki, Islamic 
Resurgence in the Arab World, New York: Praeger, 1982, pp 196-250. 

9 Two contrasting assessments of the outcome of Qaddafi's efforts to create a new political 
community are: Lisa Anderson, 'Libya and American Foreign Policy', Middle East Journal 36(4) 
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The Libyan Political System: the achievements and limits of charismatic 
mobilisation from above. 
By the 1980s, the basic feature of the Libyan political system had crystallised, 
making apparent both its strengths and weaknesses. At the top stood the 
charismatic leader, enjoying virtually unlimited authoritarian powers, the 
source of all innovation and basic policy, dominating a relatively cohesive if 
uninstitutionalised decision-making centre. His rule was based on three 
'pillars'. First, his personal legitimacy as 'leader-teacher' constituted the 
system's basic source of stability. It grew out of both personal qualities and the 
acceptance by a significant portion of the population of Qaddafi's 'message'. 
The leader was viewed by his followers as both a man of the people and yet an 
exceptional person whose ideas expressed their own latent ideals and 
sentiments, a kind of 'General Will' transcending their private interests and 
parochial loyalties. Qaddafi's intense personal drive and political vision was 
also the main source of dynamism in the system. Second, Qaddafi ruled 
through control of bureaucratic and coercive instruments, a military apparatus 
bound to him through close personal followers, a bureaucracy run by loyal 
technocrats charged with translating his ideas into concrete plans and practices. 
Third, his power rested on the new political infrastructure he had forged, the 
system of 'popular democracy'. It organised the involvement and generated a 
minimal ideological consensus among the mass populace regarded by the 
leader as his constituency; in fostering a pool of enthusiastic activists loyal to 
the leader and his message and in drawing a major segment of the previously 
politically inactive public into the political system on the leader's side, it 
broadened the regime's support base and widened political opportunity and 
access. Together, these three dimensions of Qaddafi's rule made the new state 
strong enough to defeat all opposition, and to impose a radical structural 
revolution and a major development drive on the country. They also gave the 
regime a stability remarkable in view of the many powerful interests it damaged 
or threatened. Ten years after Qaddafi's coup, the Libyan state was far stronger 
and broader based than under the old regime: a modern state was in formation. 

It is also clear, however, that the value transformation, the cultural 
revolution needed to match the structural one, had been, at best, only partially 
accomplished. Libyans had yet to be raised much above kinship loyalties and 
consumerism or forged into virtuous new citizens animated by civic duty. 
Substantial covert opposition remained entrenched among the most strategic 
sectors of society. The inertia, waste, and inefficiency of officials remained 
impervious either to charismatic exhortation, or to popular accountability and 
decentralisation. The limits of Qaddafi's experiment seemed a function of its 

Autumn 1982, pp 516-34 and Jacques Roumani, 'From Republic to Jamahiriya: Libya's search 
for political community', Middle East Journal 37(2) Spring 1983, pp 151-68. For a glimpse of 
their effect at the micro level, see the study by John P Mason, 'Qadhdhafi's "Revolution" and 
Change in a Libyan Oasis Community', Middle East Journal 36(3) Summer 1982. 
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character as an essentially personalistic revolution from above. First, value 
transformation in revolutions seems to be a function of mass mobilisation in the 
course of a struggle against an entrenched state; where a revolution grows out 
of mass struggle in an anti-colonial or class war, it can generate an intense 
solidarity capable of submerging opposition and generalising new higher levels 
of political virtue and obligation. Whether a comparable result can be obtained 
by revolutions born of military coup and imposed by charisma and bureaucracy 
from above, seems doubtful. Second, Qaddafi's political instruments, personal 
creations imposed from above, seemed inadequate to the task of generating 
and institutionalising a new ideologically virtuous and participant political 
culture. They seemed to lack the ideological discipline and organisational 
muscle needed to penetrate and atomise traditional social tissues, generate and 
energise a large body of committed and disciplined cadres, or effectively 
activate and control the bureaucratic arms of the state; in short, Qaddafi lacked 
the Leninist organisational weapon which has proved indispensable to 
revolutions elsewhere. The recalcitrance of political culture, in turn, consti- 
tuted an obstacle to the mobilisation of durable participation. As long as 
Libyans fail to live up to his standards of political virtue, Qaddafi must 
continuously intervene in the political process in an authoritarian fashion, in 
order to set things right-or allow his revolution to be subverted. But, as long as 
he does so, his political infrastructure can acquire only modest political 
autonomy, it cannot become a vehicle for the translation of demands into 
policy or for the expression of views out of conformity with official ideology. 
Thus, the institutionalisation of participation is retarded. The cost of this is 
likely to be the clogging of channels of access to the elite and, in consequence, 
either political passivity or the development of clientelism as an alternative 
means of access. Qaddafi, in short, still faces the challenge of institutionalising 
both his ideology and a reasonable level of participation. Whether his political 
system can accomplish this remains to be seen; if it cannot, Qaddafi's 
revolution is unlikely to outlast him. 
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